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ABSTRACT
The main purpose of this research is to analyze impacts of perforated tile porosity on
airflow uniformity and air management performance (RTI, RCI) in a modular data
center. In practice, due to the complexity of airflow in data centers, analyzing the
relationship among tile open area, airflow uniformity, and air management performance
is challenging during the design phase. While a small tile open area provides more
uniform airflow, a large tile open area would be preferred due to decreases in unwanted
leakage airflow through seams and fan energy reduction in high density data centers. In
this research, a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulation is conducted on a
partially-contained modular data center in order to analyze the relationship while
varying open areas from 20 % to 60 % of the tile. In a partially-contained modular data
center, the tile with small open area shows more uniform airflow compared to the tile
with large open area, while the air management performance is affected by both air
temperature and airflow uniformity. Overall, the tile with 40% open area shows both
acceptable airflow uniformity and good air management performance.
KEYWORDS
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INTRODUCTION
In a typical air-cooled data center, a cold aisle and hot aisle architecture, which separates
cold supply air and hot exhaust air, is used to reduce energy waste due to a mix of hot
and cold air (ASHRAE 2009). However, depending on the rack heat generation, server
airflow, the computer room air handler (CRAH), and the IT equipment arrangement,
the indoor airflow pattern varies in real-time and is unpredictable even if a cold and hot
aisle structure is utilized. To mitigate this problem, computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
modeling can be utilized for achieving proper air management (ASHRAE 2009).
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The purpose of early CFD modeling is to analyze the amount of airflow across each tile
in a raised-floor data center. Schmidt et al. (2001) compared experiments and CFD
modeling results of tile airflows in a data center located in Poughkeepsie, N.Y. Also,
they conducted parametric studies of tile airflow by adjusting raised-floor height and
tile open area ratio, and concluded that higher raised-floor height and smaller tile open
area led to more uniform airflow across tiles.
However, previous research analyzed a raised-floor, not a whole data center, by
assuming the upper side of the floor is uniform pressure outlet. Moreover, the aisle
containment structure, whose excellent thermal management is verified, was not
considered, and in containment architecture, raised-floor pressure is needed to be
controlled for efficient rack cooling (Moss and Steinbrecher 2012). Moreover, the
ranges of previous research are limited to tile airflow across tiles and the floor,
neglecting the server inlet air temperature, which is directly related to server reliability.
Thus, in this study, the relationship among tile open area ratio, airflow uniformity, and
server inlet temperature are analyzed through CFD modeling on a data center including
both raised-floor and rack spaces.
MODULAR DATA CENTER
Figure 1 (a) is a 3D view of the model data center utilized in this study. The model data
center dimensions are 5.4 m × 10.2 m × 5.25 m (w × d × h) including a 1-m-high
raised floor and a 1.25-m-high return plenum. In a module, there are 22 racks and 40
perforated tiles (0.6 m × 0.6 m) for the air supply. Partial-containment (i.e., a door) is
installed in the hot aisle side to prevent excessive hot air recirculation.
The cold air discharged from the CRAH is supplied to the raised-floor and then
introduced to the cold aisle through tiles. After cooling the servers, the hot air is
exhausted to the hot aisle and returned to CRAH through the return grille and ceiling
plenum.

Figure 1. Schematic of the modular data center
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THERMAL ENVIRONMENTAL RANGE
ASHRAE TC 9.9 proposed a data center thermal guideline that ensures reliable
operation and cooling energy savings of IT equipment in a data center (ASHRAE 2012).
The recommended thermal range of the guideline is applied for the model data center.
Figure 2 shows recommended thermal range on a psychrometric chart. In this study, the
CRAH supply air temperature is set to 24°C, which is 3°C lower than upper-limit of the
recommended range (27°C), in order to accommodate heat absorption from adjacent
space such as raised-floor and rack space before being introduced to each server (Ghosh,
Sundaralingam, and Joshi 2012).

Figure 2. ASHRAE TC 9.9 Recommended range
AIR MANAGEMENT METRICS
Two air management metrics, Rack Cooling Index (RCI) and Return Temperature Index
(RTI), are estimated for evaluating the air management performance of a data center
(Herrlin 2008). RCI is a metric that evaluates how effectively the racks are cooled and
maintained within the recommended thermal range, and it is divided into two submetrics, RCIHI and RCILO , for upper-limit and lower-limit temperature of the range,
respectively (Eqs. 1–2). An RCI of 100% indicates that all of the server inlet air is
within the recommended range, and an RCI less than 90% implies that the racks are not
cooled effectively. RTI is the ratio of rack airflow to CRAH airflow, which indicates
whether there is recirculation and by-pass air (Eq. 3). An RTI of 100% suggests that
racks and CRAH airflows are equal, and an RTI greater than 100% indicates
recirculation airflow, and an RTI less than indicates there is by-pass airflow.
RCIHI

∑𝑛𝑥=1(𝑇𝑥 − 𝑇max−rec )
= [1 −
] × 100 [%] (for 𝑇𝑥 > 𝑇max−rec )
𝑛(𝑇max−alw − 𝑇max−rec )

(1)

∑𝑛𝑥=1(𝑇min−rec − 𝑇𝑥 )
] × 100 [%] (for 𝑇𝑥 < 𝑇min−rec )
𝑛(𝑇min−rec − 𝑇min−alw )

(2)

RCILO = [1 −

RTI = (𝑇RA − 𝑇SA )⁄Δ𝑇Racks × 100 [%]

(3)

where 𝑇𝑥 is the server intake air temperature (°C), 𝑇max−rec , 𝑇min−rec are upper and
lower-limit temperatures of recommended range, 𝑇max−alw , 𝑇min−alw are upper and
lower-limit temperatures of allowable range, n is number of intake points, 𝑇RA , 𝑇SA are
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CRAH return and supply air temperatures (°C), Δ𝑇Racks is the average rack inlet and
outlet temperature difference (°C).
CFD MODEL
In this study, CFD simulation is performed by using commercial CFD code, ANSYS
Fluent 15.0 (ANSYS 2014). The simulation is based on the steady-state peak load
condition (i.e., 10 kW/rack), and the standard k-𝜀 model with enhanced wall function,
which is typical in a data center simulation (Joshi and Kumar 2012), is used for
turbulence. Also, a second-order upwind scheme is used for convective term
discretization, and SIMPLE algorithm is used for pressure-velocity coupling.
Convergence criteria of residuals are set to 10-3 and 10-6 for velocity and energy terms,
respectively (ANSYS 2013). The total number of cells in the computational domain is
about 1,400,000, and mesh refinement is performed using mesh adaptation function
(ANSYS 2013). A grid independence test is conducted by doubling the cell numbers
(i.e., 2,600,000 cells), and it shows a less than 1% difference in tile airflow and rack
inlet temperature between the two grids.
The racks are modeled as empty black boxes with 70% open area by using the
recirculation boundary condition in Fluent (W. A. Abdelmaksoud et al. 2013). The heat
generation of each rack is 10 kW, and its mass flow rate is 1 kg, resulting in an about
10°C temperature increase through the rack. The Reynolds number of the CRAH supply
airflow is about 313,640, and the consequent turbulence intensity rate is estimated to
be 3.3% based on Eq. 4 (Arghode and Joshi 2014). The buoyancy effect is neglected
since the Richardson number of the data center is less than 0.1 (Arghode and Joshi
2014).
𝐼 = 0.16(ReCRAH )−0.125

(4)

2
Ri = (𝛽𝑔Δ𝑇Racks ℎRack )⁄𝑉avg,tile

(5)

where 𝐼 is the turbulence intensity ratio (%), ReCRAH is the Reynolds number of the
CRAH supply side, Ri is the Richardson number, 𝛽 is the volumetric coefficient of air
thermal expansion, 𝑔 is gravitational constant ℎRack is the height of a rack (m), and
2
𝑉avg,tile
is the average air velocity of perforated tiles (m/s).
PERFORATED TILE MODELING
A general method of perforated tile modeling in a data center is to subtract a certain
amount of static pressure from airflow with constant air velocity. However, this method,
even though it adheres to the law of mass conservation, does not conserve airflow
momentum, and therefore, there is a certain amount of momentum deficit and erroneous
airflow prediction (W. A. Abdelmaksoud et al. 2013). Previous research showed that
this problem can be mitigated by using a tile body force model. In this study, the porous
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media conditions in Fluent (ANSYS 2013) and the modified body force model (MBF)
(Arghode and Joshi 2014) are utilized to model perforated tile (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The perforated tile model
Generally, the airflow pressure drop in a perforated tile is proportional to square of
average inlet air velocity of tile, and the empirical pressure drop coefficient (K) of
perforated tile can be expressed as a function of tile open area ratio as Eq. 5 (Arghode
and Joshi 2014). The MBF model that compensates for momentum deficit of porous
media conditions is expressed as Eq. 6. In this study, MBF region is modeled as a 0.1
m height of momentum box as suggested in W. a. Abdelmaksoud et al. (2013) by using
a user defined function in Fluent.
2
Δ𝑃 = (𝐾𝜌𝑉tile,in
)/2

(4)
2

1
1
((1 − 𝐹 ⁄2)2 + (1 − 𝐹))
2
𝐹
2
𝑆 = [𝜌𝑉tile,in (𝑉tile,out − 𝑉tile,in )]/ℎBF = [𝜌𝑉tile,in
(√𝐾 + 1 − 1)]/ℎ𝐵𝐹

𝐾=

(5)
(6)

where Δ𝑃 is the pressure drop across perforated tile (Pa), 𝐾 is the empirical pressure
loss coefficient of perforated tile, 𝜌 is air density (kg/m3), 𝑉tile,in , 𝑉tile,out are the tile
inlet and outlet velocities (m/s), F is the tile open area ratio, S is momentum source per
volume (N/m3), and ℎBF is momentum box height (m).
RESULTS
(1) Airflow uniformity
The average mass flow rates of tiles in each row are shown in Figure 4. Since the mass
flow rates of tiles in the same row are similar, only average mass flow rate are presented.
The results show that the smaller open area ratio yields a more uniform airflow across
each tile. In 20% open area, the airflows of each row are almost identical, while a nonuniform airflow occurs in 60% open area, resulting in backflows in rows 0, 1, 2, and 3.
When the open area is small, the required static pressure in order to pass a tile is
increased, and thus the overall raised-floor pressure becomes higher and more uniform.
In contrast, when the open area is large, the air can pass the tile with a low static pressure
drop, and airflows across tiles are concentrated on certain tiles located in rows in which
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the axial velocity is small (i.e., small dynamic pressure). Consequently, the rear side of
the data center (tile rows greater than 6) has a high mass flow rate compared to the front
side. At an open area ratio of 60%, backflow occurs due to the Venturi effect.

Figure 4. Average mass flow rate of tiles in each row
(2) Temperature distribution
The paramount issue of data center cooling is the supply air temperature of each rack.
These temperatures of 11 right side racks (i.e., Rack number 10 to 19 and UPS Rack)
are shown in Figure 5 for open area ratios of 20%, 40%, and 60%. As shown in Figure
4, when the airflow of each tile is uniform (i.e., 20%, 40%), there is no significant
temperature fluctuation in any rack. However, as the tile open area is 60%, which shows
severely non-uniform airflow in Figure 4, there is a significant fluctuation in
temperature distribution.

Figure 5. Temperature distribution of the rack inlet area at a CRAH supply air
temperature of 24ºC
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(3) Air management performance
Estimated air management metrics (i.e., RTI and RCI) are shown in Figure 6. In Figure
6 (a), when the CRAH supply air temperature is 24ºC, both RTI and RCI are close to
their ideal value (i.e., 100%) regardless of the tile open area ratio. However, when the
supply air temperature is increased to 27ºC (Figure 6(b)), RCIHI decreases significantly
in cases of 50% and 60% open area, which indicates that the rack inlet temperature is
greater than high-limit of the recommended range at many servers. This result suggests
that the air management performance is still acceptable regardless of tile open area
when CRAH supply air temperature is lower than the upper-limit of the recommended
range (i.e., 27ºC). However, when the CRAH supply air temperature is increased to the
upper-limit temperature, if the airflow of tiles is non-uniform, there might be reliability
problems in some racks due to high rack inlet air temperature.

Figure 6. RTI and RCI values with tile open area ratios at CRAH supply air
temperatures of 24ºC and 27ºC
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the relationship among open area ratio and airflow uniformity of tiles, and
air management performance is analyzed in a modular data center via CFD simulation.
The results shows that an decrease in tile open area leads to an increase in airflow
uniformity, but the air management performance is affected by airflow uniformity as
well as CRAH supply air temperature. The simulation results show that tiles with open
area of 40% show both good air management performance and acceptable airflow
uniformity.
Recently, pressure distribution of aisles and raised-floor has been important to control
airflow in containment architecture (Moss and Steinbrecher 2012). In addition, to
reduce fan static pressure drop and unwanted leakage flow, a large open area of tile
would be preferred although this might yield severe non-uniform airflow. Thus, it is
expected that CFD modeling strategy used in this study could be beneficial for proper
data center thermal design.
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